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The method of regularization is used to obtain least squares solutions of the 
linear equation Kx 7 y, where K is a bounded linear operator from one IIilbert 
space into another and the regularizing operator L is a closed densely defined 
linear operator. Existence, uniqueness, and convergence analyses are developed. 
An application is given to the special case when K is a first kind integral operator 
and L is an 72th order differential operator in the Hilbert space L2[u, b]. 
I. INTRODIXTIOK 
In this paper we study the method of rcgularization in a general Hilbert space 
setting, approaching it from two different perspectives: first, by means of the 
Euler or regularized normal equation, and second, by treating it as a least squares 
process in an associated product space setting. These ideas are then applied to 
first kind integral equations under regularization with an arbitrary linear 
differential operator. Direct application of this theory to the numerical solution 
of first kind integral equations will be presented in a subsequent paper [7]. 
To briefly describe regularization, let X and Y be Hilbert spaces, let K be a 
bounded everywhere defined linear operator from X into Y, and let y be an 
arbitrary element of Y. In solving the linear equation 
Kx ==y (1.1) 
by the method of rcgularization, we introduce a nonzero parameter (Y, a closed 
densely defined linear operator L from X into Y, and the functional 
G&(x) = 7 1 Kx - y I!* ,- 2 1 Lx ,z 
defined on the domain ofL. We then seek an clement xa solving the minimization 
problem 
G&,) = xj;h, G&4 (1.2) 
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and show that the s, converge to a least squares soiurion sg of equation (1 .I) A.Z, 
J ---h 0. The operator I, is called a regulurizr’ng operutor or a rg&rher associated 
with equation (I. I). 
In many applications (1 .l) is either ill-posed or numcricall!: unstable, particul- 
arly in the presence of noise in data mcasuremcnts. Ilistorically, rcpularization 
uxs introduced (1 l-131 as a means to ovcrcomc the instability of numerical 
computation of least squares solutions to such equations, with K arising from a 
first kind integral equation and I, being a simple lincar differential operator. 
Many other useful choices of K and 1, arc now available allowing one to put 
rcgularization in statistical and other settings. Readers interested in the numerous 
applications of regularization arc referred to the texts and bibiiographics of 
[IO, 14, 1, 2. and 41. 
\\‘hile many theoretical and practical advances have been made in the method 
of rcgularization since its emergence as a viable numerical method in the solution 
of ill-posed problems, a proper mathematical settin, m has been lacking when the 
regularizing operator L is a linear differential operator defined in f,zjn, h]. ‘I-he 
principal diflicultg has centered upon the role of boundary ~lucs in the rcgulal i- 
zation process. In practice, boundary values are often artificially imposed leading 
to numerical solutions which decay severely near the end points of [n, O] 
while being good approximates elscwherc in the interval. One goal of this 
paper is to put regularization with a differential operator I, in a Hilhcrt space 
setting which will dispense with the artificial imposition of boundary constraints, 
but will also admit (SW [7]) ,ffi c cient numerical computation of regularized 
solutions by weak lcast squares finite element schemes together with optimal 1,’ 
and Lo, error estimates. .I SeUJnd goal is to extend extant cxistencc. uniqueness, 
and convcrgcncc theories to gcncral operators K and L. 
\%‘e now outline the paper, which is divided into sc\;en sections: mathematical 
preliminaries (Section 2), existence and uniqueness analysts (Section 3), con- 
vergence analysis (Section 4), regularization as a least squares process (S&on 3), 
. 
apphcatlons to first kind integral equations (S&on 6), and represtntation 
theory (Section 7). Sections 2 through 5 apply to general linear operators I-(: and 
L satisfying the conditions: (I) N(K) n M’(L) = {O}, (II) the range .#(I,) is 
closed, and (III) K is invertible on the null space N(L). Section 5 follows 
Sashed [8] and introduces the linear operator T,s : = ( Kx, .YLx) from the domain 
S(L) into the produce space Y 6 ‘I’, and in this setting rcgularization becomes a 
least squares process. In Sections 6 and 7 u;e specialize to the case Lvhen K is 2 
first kind integral operator and L is an nth order diffcrcntial operator in L’[a, b]. 
Section 7 contains a generalized Green’s function representation for the yew- 
ralized invcrsc of ‘r,; this rcprcsentation will play a central role in [i] for obtain- 
ing spline approximates to the solution s,~ of the minimization problem (1.2). 
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2. MATHEMATICAL PRELIMINARIES 
In this section we introduce the various spaces and operators used throughout 
the paper and summarize some basic properties of least squares solutions of 
equation (1.1). Let X and Y be Hilbert spaces with the inner product ( , ) 
and norm 1’ ! denoted by the same symbols. Let K bc a bounded everywhere 
defined linear operator from X into Y, so the adjoint operator K* is a bounded 
everywhere defined linear operator from Y into X satisfying 
(Kx, y) z (x, K*y) for all x E X, y E Y. 
- - 
Let I’ and I -.. I’ be the orthogonal projections from Y onto A’(K) and M(K)-L = 
S(K)’ : M(P), respectively, let R .--- K ( N(K)-!-, and let K’ be the gene- 
ralized inverse of K: 
.qK’) = .%‘(K) -{- Z(K)l, Kly ~ K--l.@. 
The set K’y + N(K) is the set of all least squares solutions of equation (1. I), 
and K’y is the least squares solution having minimal norm. 
‘I’he following theorem is well known. 
‘I’NROREM 2.1. Ify c: I’ with y 7.1 j -i- z where Jo E 9(K) and z E M(K)l, then 
the follotzing statements are equkalent: 
(i) 1, E 9(K+) = 9(K) -f S?(K)‘-. 
(ii) j t?%(K). 
(iii) There exi.sfs x E X that is a least sqztares solution of equation (1.1): 
(2.1) 
(iv) There exists x F X satisfJJi3z<v the normal equnfion: 
(v) There exists x c X satisfying tire projected equation: 
Kx .i y. (2.3) 
A!Iweover, if anyone of these statements ho&, then any element x E X which 
sotisjies either (2.1), (2.2), or (2.3) autonzutically satisjies the other two. 
Sest, WC‘ introduce the regularizing operator. Txt I, be a closed densely 
defined linear operator from X into Y, i.e., I, is a linear operator with domain 
B(L) and range .%?(I,) h 1. w icl arc subspaccs of X and Y, respectively, S(L) is 
Jcnsc in S, and the graph T(L) is closed in the proiiuct space A 3 1.. \\.e ~111 
frequently work with .53(L) under the p-apk ~mrvz .s/mcizcre: 
Since 1, is a closed operator, it follows that .9(L) is a INbert space under rhis 
structure. 
‘The adjoint operatorl” is now a closed densely detined linear operator from L- 
into Jy with domain .9(1,“) consisting of all y l I’ such that there exists y* E A 
satisfying (Lx, y) = (x, y*) for all Y 6 9(L) and with L’<y :--. y”. Clearly 
(Lx, Y) = (x, L*Y) for all x E &(I,), y E .9(L’-). 
WC also have need of the product operator L”L from X into -X- given :>\; 
qL*L) :- (x E 9(L) / Lx c GqL”)), I, XL.s = L qJ!J), 
and it is well known thatL,“L is self-adjoint. 
Let P,, and I - P, be the orthogonal projections from I’ onto A(L) ,uxi 
-%(L)I = a(Ly = Jv-(L”), respectively, let L = L 2(L) n ./V(L)-:., and let 1,’ 
be the generalized inverse ofL: 
9(L’) = .2(L) + rn(L)~, L’3: /;- lP,,y. 
!Ve observe that if .&‘(I,) is closed, then B(L+) -. I’ and L” is continuous front 
Y under its given topolog); into g(I,) under the graph norm topology. Also, in 
the same manner we can introduce the generalized inverses ofL* and I,“I,, and 
(L”)’ _I (I,‘)“, (I,“/,)- :._ I,‘(],“)‘. 
ITor a given element ~1 c Y and for each real number x 1 0, let C;, be the 
functional defined on B(L) by 
G,(x) = Kx - y :2 -;- 2 : Ls ,I?, .I’ E .9(L). 
In the next section WC will introduce conditions on the linear operators K and I, 
which guarantee that the minimization problem (1.2) has a unique solution 
s, F B(L), and in addition, WC‘ show that if y E A’(K 1 .‘z(Z,)) -4 A‘(P), then the 
s, converge in the graph norm as (Y + 0 to an element s,) E GJ(I,) which is a least 
squares solution of equation (I. I). In general, WC do not have x,) = K’y, although 
this is true in the special case A’ 1 Y, 1, = I. A precise characterization of the 
limit clement .x0 will be given in Section 4. 
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3. ~CXISTENCE AND UNIQUENESS ANALYSES 
WC begin our analysis with a theorem which charactcrizcs an element X, 
minimizing G, as a solution of the so-called regularized normal equcction (see (3.1) 
below). Although the essential features of this thcorcm are well known, it 
should be emphasized that the original minimization problem (1.2) is set in the 
domain ofL, while (3.1) is set in the domain ofL”L. Consequently, when L is an 
nth order differential operator in L2[a, 61, Theorem 3.1 guarantees that the .xa 
belongs to the Sobolev space ZP[a, 1~1 instead of just ZZ”[a, bj. This super- 
regularity of the .x* will be very important in our subsequent numerical work [7]. 
THEOREM 3.1. The .functionul G, has a minimunt at a point .x E 9(L) t. 
x E Q(L*L) and 
K”Kx + %2L*Lx _ K+ys 
(3.1) 
Proof. ‘I’ake elcmcnts .X and ZL’ in %(I,) and form the quadratic polynomial 
+(A) = G,(x 2 hzc). If G, achieves a minimum at X, then (b has a minimum at 
X = 0, and hence. 
or 
0 - (f’(O) :-: ~(Kx - y, Kw) -+ 201*(14 Lw) 
(Lw,Lx) =- (w, -(l/a’) [K^Kx - K*y]). 
Since this holds for all w E .!S(Z,), we conclude that Lx c .9(L*) or x E 9(L*L), 
and Z,*Lx : --(l/a*) [K*Ksc - Py], establishing (3.1). 
Conversely, suppose .X E g(L*L) C 9(L) satisfies (3.1). Take any u E 9(L), set 
u: = u - X, and form the polynomial $(A) as above. Then d’(O) = 0, so + 
has a minimum at h :-- 0, and hence, d(O) < $( 1) or (;,(x) < G*(U). Q.E.D. 
We observe that if x E .N(K*K $ c?L”L), then 
0 = (K*Kx -;- z*L*Lx, x) = /I Kx ,/* + ci* ;I Lx 1,2, 
or x E N(K) n X(1,). Thus, 
N(K*K + &“-L&L) = J(K) n N(L), 
and from Theorem 3.1 we see that the minimization problem (1.2) has 
uniqueness iff 
M(K) n M(L) = (0). 
Also, by the theorem a sufficient condition to guarantee both existence and 
uniqueness for the minimization problem (1.2) is that the linear operator 
K-K + c?LnL be invertible. WC now introduce conditions which guarantee this. 
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Throughout the scquclwe assume that K andl, satisfy the followingconditions: 
(I) “v(K) n N(L) := {O}. 
(II) 2(L) is closed. 
<III) There exists /3 > 0 such that 
,I KbV !I -2 9 j X ! for all x E ..Y(L). (“1 
These conditions are similar to those used by K’ashcd [8] for bounded rcgular- 
izcrs L. 
Remark 3.2. If .N(K) n .A’(L) -= (0) and dim N(L) -;c co, then condition 
(III) holds automatically. This will be the situation in our applications when K 
is an integral operator and L is a differential operator in L2[a, b]: only condition 
(I) must bc assumed and the other two follow automatically. 
Under conditions (I)-(III) we proceed to establish the existence and 
uniqueness of the clement x, solving the minimization problem (1.2). Toward 
this end we introduce a second structure for the subspace .9(L): 
(x, y)* = (KJr, KY) + (Lx, LY), : x ! * =.: (Lx, xy. 
We will refer to this new structure as the “-structure on .9(L). The next lemma 
gives its basic properties. 
LEaI% 3.3. 
(i) ( , )* is an inner product on 9(L). 
(ii) B(L) is a Hilhert space under the inner product ( , )x . 
(iii) 1 jL. and Ji Ii+ are equivalent nowIs on B(L). 
Proof. Part (i) is trivial since ( , )* is clearly a symmetric bilinear form on 
.9(1,), and it is positive definite by condition (I). Suppose xi , i = 1, 2 ,..., is a 
sequence in 9(L) with 
‘, xi - xj 1.; = ‘1 KXi - KXj 2 + 1. LXi - Lx, I 2 - 0 
as i, j+ x‘. Then the Kxi and the Lxi both form Cauchy sequences in Y. and 
hence, there exist elements [ and 77 in Y with 
K.q + E, r,xi --f ?) as i-+ cc’. 
Writing x, =- zli .I zi with u, E M(L) and ~~ E 9(L) n JV(L)-~, we have Lxi : = 
[xi - > 7, and since Z(L) is closed, it follows that the generalized inverse L’ 
is continuous and 71 ES?(L), and hence, 
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The continuity of k’ then yields Kzfi --z KL’?, so 
Kui = Kxi - Kv, --+ 5 - KLtrl. 
On the other hand, by (*) we have 
,I ui - pi 11 < (1 /p) ;I KUi - Ku~ 11 9 
which implies that the ui form a Cauchy sequence in X, and consequently, 
them exists u E A’(L) with ui -* II. Finally, if we set x = u + L+T, then x E 9(L) 
and 
xi’ui-1-v:i-~u-)-L+7]L-x 
and 
Kxi d Kx z 5, LXi -7-z 7. 
Thus, because L is closed, it follows that Lx - 7, so 
1’ xi - x 11: = I! Kx~ - LJ j,2 + ij LX< - 7 II2 3 0. 
We conclude that 9(L) is complete under the inner product ( , ) * , establishing 
(ii). 
For part (iii) we have 
1, x II”, .= ‘: Kx I 2 -)- 11 Lx 112 
< :; K 1’2 :/ x :;2 + II Lx 112 
d max{/’ K :,2, l} 1; x ii: 
for all x E Q(L). This completes the proof. 
Our second lemma yields the invertibility of K*K + (Y~L*L. 
QED. 
LEMMA 3.4. For each z f 0 the linear operator K*K + (Y~L*L is selfadjoint 
and invertible. 
Proof. We know that L”L and GL*L are self-adjoint, and K*K is bounded 
and self-adjoint with B(K*K) = X containing 9(L*1,). IIence, by a theorem of 
Kato [3, p. 2871 it follows that K*K -L 2LxL is self-adjoint. 
Using Lemma 3.3, choose m > 0 such that 
I! X I* > Vl ‘1 X I’L for all x 6 9(L). (3.2) 
By the Schwarz inequality we have 
‘/ K*Kx -I- ct2LLxLx 1’ .i x I, 3 (K*Kx + or%*Lx, x) 
.= ;, Kx ;I2 + cy2 I! Lx ( 2 
> m2 min{l, 0?:‘) ) x 1’: 
> m2 min{ 1, ~9) ; x i2 
or 
: K*Kx -+ x2LFLx, > m’ minjl, 21 s i for all .X E Q(L”Lj. :3.3) 
From (3.3) we see that K-K .)- a2L*L is I - 1 and has closed range with 
.&‘(K”K a2L”I,) _ JT(K”K -i_ ,&LL”L) _ {()j-- _ X. 
.Uso, (K*K ,- GL**L)-l is hounded by (3.3). Q.E.U. 
We next state our principal existence and uniqueness theorem, which is an 
immediate consequence of Theorem 3.1 and Lemma 3.4. 
‘THEOREM 3.5. Zf the linear operatom K and I, sati$y conditions (I)-(III), then 
for each y E Y andjoy each (Y -f 0 there exists a unique element x, E S(L) satisfring 
ibK.X,-y 12-r a!i,Lx,,‘= inf xeP/(l.) [Ii KX - y ,2 )- ;L? ,, LX ,,“I. 
Moreover, the element x, is also characterized as the unique element in G?(L”L) 
sa ti&ing 
K*Kx, T x2LVLxa = K”y. 
4. COSVERGENCE AS.~YSIS 
In this section WC’ prove the convergence of the X~ to a least squares L;olution 
s,, of equation (1 .I) provided they is reasonably situated. It should he emphasized 
that the convergence is a wry strong type of convcrgcncc, taking place in the 
“-norm ‘; I:* or the equivalent graph norm 11 :11, . Also, we give several character- 
izations of the limit clement x0 , develop error estimates for X, - x0, and present 
several examples which illustrate the dependence of the rate of convergence on 
the parameter LY. In most of this material we work with 2(L) under its “-structure. 
Let 
A = K I S(L), 
the restriction of K to .9(L). Clearly A and L arc both bounded cl-w!-whcrc 
defined linear operators from Y(L) under the *-structure into l’ under its given 
structure, and hence, there exist adjoint operators A + and L” which are bounded 
:ver);where defined linear operators from I’ under its given structure into G?(L) 
under the “-structure. These adjoints arc determined bv the conditions 
(Ax,y) .-. (x, A-y),, (Lx, y) : : (x, Py), , 
In the next lemma we give explicit reprcscntations for -4* on Y and for L- 
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on 9(L”) and prove that A;‘/! $ L#L = I on 9(L). WC obtain the latter identity 
even though WC do not have a closed expression for L* on Y. 
LEMMA 4.1. 
(i) Ary -: (PK i- I,*I,)-lKVy for ally E Y. 
(ii) L#y = (K*K -t- L*L)-lL*y fvr a21 y E %(I,*). 
(iii) APAy -.I- L+Ly = Iy for all y c g(L). 
Proof. Ry Lemma 3.4 the linear operator K”K (- I,*l, is invertible. Take 
x F S(L) and y E Y, and set u -= (PK I L*L)-1 Key. Clearly u E .Ci?(L*L), 
K”Ku T L*Lu = Key, and 
(x, Aq’)* = (Ax, y) 
x (x, K*y) 
= (x, K*Ku -j- L”Lu) 
= (x, u)* . 
Since this holds for every x E B(I)), we conclude that A#y ~2 u. This establishes 
(i), and the same argument yields (ii). 
To obtain (iii) we begin with an clement y E g&*15). Clearly Ly E 9(L”), so 
using (i) and (ii) we have 
A’Ay + I,gLy -- (K*K + L*L)-lK”Ky + (K”K f L”L)-lL*Ly = Iy 
or 
A’Ay -I- L+Ly = Iy for ally E S(L*L). (4.1) 
We can extend (4.1) to the larger subspacc 9(L) by using a limit argument. 
Indeed, take any y E 9(1,). It is well known that .9(L*L) is a core of I, (see [3, 
p. 166 and p. 275]), and hence, there exists a sequence yi E 9(L*L), i = 1, 2 ,..., 
such that yi +y and Lyi + Ly . This implies that Ayi -+ Ay, while from (4.1) 
WC have 
AgAyj ) L”Ly, = Iyi . 
The proof is completed by letting i + co in the last equation and by invoking the 
continuity of A” and L#. Y.E.D. 
To establish the convcrgcnce of the X, , let 
M 2 : {x E 9(L) (x, u):< = 0 for all u E N(A)}, 
let A = A : AZ, and let Q and I - Q be the orthogonal projections from Y onto 
$?(A) and 9(A) ‘. .:: ,X(A)1 = N(A+), respectively. Clearly 
M(A) = N(K) n Gd(Tz), 
and -11 is the orthogonal complement of J“(A) in .V(i,) under the inner proiuct 
( , )>. with 
IhHSI’I.IOX 4.2. ITor G?(L) under the inner product ( , )= and Y’ under its 
given inner product ( , ), the generalized inverse of -4 rclativc to thcsc inner 
products is denoted by A+: 
%(A’) -W(A) - .rn(A)-, A‘j L ‘&‘.(JJl. -- 
In terms of this gencralizcd inverse wc next state our main convergence 
result. 
3(, 1. ljll x, = -‘I’?. (4.2) 
PFOOJ. First, assume j s, - .vO I: > 0 as Y --f 0 for some ,‘c(, E S(L). By 
I,emma 3.3 we have .x, --, s,, , .4x, --, .&,, , and IA, .-+L.q, , and hence, by the 
continuity of A# and L” we must have z-f~,~3s1 t A”.-~.x,~ and I,+Lx, - L*Lx,, . 
XOU 
K"Kx, .- Y*LXI>.y, =. K"y 
with X, c Q(LwL) and L.v, E B(L”), so applying (K”K .-.- !,“I,)-1 we obtain 
..‘I”,~x~ --. J?L*J,x, -x Ig*?~. (4.3) 
If we let ,T z 0 in (4.3) then we get P-AX, 1. A’y or K,‘linU ..: Py, and it 
follows by Theorem 2. I that y E A’(A) ;%?(.4)-L and .rO i.; a least squares solution 
of (1.1). 
Second, assume y E,%(A) -. .‘%(A)-. I$ substituting Lemma 4.l(iii) into 
equation (4.3) it can be rewritten as 
or 
Tbcreforc, 
A”Ax, -t a’( I - a’) ‘Ix, : (I -- G) 1 11-y. (4.4) 
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for 0 < j cy. 1 < 1. But it is well known that 
provided y E g(A’) = &?(A) -I- W(A)l (set [9, p. 386j), and hence, from (4.5) 
we conclude that x, --j A’y as LY -F 0 with the convergence in L@(L) under the 
*-structure. QED. 
Remark 4.4. The convergence in Theorem 4.3 is equivalent to 
‘% -’ x0 , Kx~ --t Kx” , Lx, -• Lx, 
as (Y + 0. In cast I, is an nth order differential operator in L’[a, b], this conver- 
gence corresponds to convergence in the Sobolev space FP[a, b], i.e., uniform 
convergence on [u, BJ of the derivatives of order 0, l,..., n -- 1 and 1,’ conver- 
gence of the nth derivatives. 
Remark 4.5. The condition y E 9(At) can be rewritten as 
y E.%(K ( B(L)) + ./V(P). 
Remark 4.6. We can give a second characterization of the limit element 
x0 = A+y which corresponds to the one given by Sashed [8, pp. 309-31 I] for 
bounded regularizers. Let 
S, = {x E S(L) ! K”Kx = K”y), 
the set of least squares solutions of (1. I) belonging to S(L). Xow in LZ(L) the 
equation KrKx = K*y is equivalent to the equation A”Ax = Agy, and hence, 
by Theorem 2.1 S+, :/ @ iffy E S(A+), in which case 
s, : N(A) k x0 = J(K) n S(L) -t x,, . 
Suppose y E 9(A+), and take any x E S, , say x = u + x0 where u E N(K) n 
g(L). Then x0 = A+y, Kx, = Kx, and from the definition of A+ WC have 
*! .X(, ! z :-_ : KxO !:* -t- I’I,x, ii* < .x #I: z Kx, 1 ’ -;- Lx :;* 
or 
iI1,xo,I G llLxl for all x E S,, . (4.7) 
Thus, xc, is the element in S, which minimizes the quantity (j Lx ,, over S, . 
Our convergence analysis has been based on the well-known result (4.6). 
However, it is possible to establish the convergence directly by deriving a 
suitable error estimate for the quantity X~ - x0 . This has been done by Ivanov 
[2] in the special case L =- I, and we now proceed to generalize his results to 
the case of arbitrary L. 
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Assuming ~1 E .9(/f’), we know that 
with .x0 c .U i1 9(L). Therefore, 
Kx, .-_ Kx, ,2 -: (PKx, - K*Kx, , x, -.- v,j 
z -d(L”Lx, . x, -- x0) 
-2(Lxo , Lx, - Lx,,) - ai ; Lx, -- Lx, ,f 
01. 
For each R .-> 0 set 
6, = inf{! x0 -- .4& :I* fx E Y, I2 I< 1-q. (4.9) 
Since .L~ E .I1 -= %(A”) (closure in 9(L) under the “-structure), it follows tilac 
5, --+ 0 as R ---> co. Take any R > 0 and take an! EC E I’ with ZL’ 1 < R. Then 
from (4.8) we have 
and hcnc\., taking the intinum over all such zc gives 
(.‘ompietin,g t’ne square on the last inequality, we get 
(I .- x”) [: Kx, -- K-x,, : .- (“‘i’2) (1 ..- %‘)- I (12 I- &.” ..)I’ 
-‘.- cx’[ .S% -- .fo I* - (S,:2)]’ (4.!0) 
.; (r”,‘4) (1 - s’) 1 (I\’ -’ ,’ KS, i)2 ; &3.54. 
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Finally, from (4.10) we obtain our main error estimate, which we state as 
?‘HEORE41 4.7. CFnder the hypothesis of Theorem 3.5, let y E 2(/l+), let 
x0 = A+y, and for each R > 0 let 6, be dejned by (4.9). Then 
.I%--x0 .* :g S,.‘2 + $[a’(1 - 3-l (R 1 ‘/ Kx,, !lJ2 -/ 6,“]‘/‘. (4.1 I) 
Lsing (4.11) a simple limit argument shows that I’x, - x0 I!* -tO as (Y-> 0. 
In general, the rate of convergence r(n) = ;I xW - x0 I’* can vary with the problem 
at hand. We illustrate this with several examples. 
EXAMP1.E 4.8. Let X” E&yAq, so X” -- A’u: for some zz E Y. Choosing 
R---! ~~lI,wchavc6, -.: 0, and (4.11) simplifies to 
,i x, - x0 >- ~5; (xy,2) (I - a*) -l::! (‘, zc !, $ ;i Kxo ! ) =: O(E). (4.12) 
It can be shown that q, Ed iffy E%‘(AA”) .!- &‘(A*) iff 
y E .d(K(K*K I L*L) -l K”) -I- JqK”), 
and in case X Y and I; = I, this last condition reduces to y E.%(KK”) -:- 
./V(K”). 
ExAnrP1.E 4.9. (Ionsidcr the special case when X .= Y and I, = Z with 
.2’(K) closed. In this situation we have 
W(K”K) = .&(K”) and Jlr(KSK) == J-(K), 
and the generalized inverse 
T = (K*K)’ = K+(K*)+ 
is a bounded evcrywhcre dcfincd linear operator from X into X. Let P1 and Z’, 
be the orthogonal projections from X onto N(K) and N(K*), respectively. 
FTow we know that 
K*Kx, - f &Y~ = K*y, 
so applying P1 gives z2P1xz = , 0 and hence, P1xu = 0 or x, E JV(K*K)~ for all 
a J 0. Applying ‘I’ gives 
.r, + a”Tx, = TK*y 
where 
TK”y 2. K+(K*)+ K”y = K+(I - I’*) y = K+y, 
and hence, 
From this last equation we have 
(4.13) 
Cor all IY such that 0 < Y < (2 ,I 7’1,)- J 2, so the X, are bounded, and we con- 
clude that 
1 .x, --- K’y I = ZI.* il T.Y,* iI Z-Z ,%I i 7’ , 1‘) = O(2). (4. ! 4) 
‘This rate of conl;ergcncc is optimal in this special cast, which can bc seen b) 
taking K : L :- 1. 
~CXAW~LI; 4.10. Suppose T is an invertible 12th order differential operator in 
f,s[a, b], so T-’ is also an invertible nth order differential operator inL’[a, 61. I,ct 
k’ ._ T--l, so K” _ (1%-l. 
Clearly K and K” arc integral operators in L2[a, h] whose ltcrncls arc just the 
appropriate Green’s functions, and K and K* are both I - 1 n;ith.X(K) = 9(T) 
and &?(K’) :X g( T*). 
Suppose we regularize with1, = I. We note that (K*K)’ : ‘Z’T’., and assum- 
ing y EL@(K) T Z(K)’ ~7 9(T), the equation 
transforms to 
or 
TTxx, T (1;~~) .xu = (1 ‘x2) lja. (4.15) 
If we set x,, -: -1 .rr -7 ‘I), then we know that X, + .x0 as .X ---h 0, and WC can 
examine the rate of convcrgcncc. 
3s a model consider the differential operator T in I,*[O, 11 given by 
Lx(T) = (x E H’[O, I] / s(0) -;= O), T.v -> x.), 
so 7’” and TT*’ are the differential operators given by 
and 
Y(T’) -= {x E ZJJ[O, I] m(l) =. O}, T:‘.x = -x’, 
qTT-) = {x E H’[O, I] x(I) = x’(0) = 01, TT*x = -xc. 
For ‘/j(t) -: q,(r) L 1 the solution of (4.15) is easily seen to ix 
.x,(t) :- I - cash--‘( I in) cash(+). 
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Thus, 
11 X, - X, /I* = cash- “(l/a) 1s’ cosh*(t,ol) dt = 1 01:‘2 1 1 tanh(ljia)] f $- cash-*(l/a) 
j xa - x0 ‘I = O(’ 01 (l/2). 
5. I~EGULARIZATION AS A LEAST SQUARIS PROWS 
The method of regularization developed in Sections 3 and 4 can also be 
viewed as the method of least squares by placing it in the right setting. This 
approach has been outlined by Nashed in [8] for the case of a bounded regular- 
izing opcratorl,. When K is an integral operator andI, is an nth order differential 
operator inI.*[a, b], then the least squares approach to regularization enables one 
to work in the Sobolev space IP[u, h] rather than the space IP[u, /I] required 
by the regularized normal equation (3.1), and this leads to the practical numerical 
solution of equation (3.1) in terms of weak least squares approximates to x, 
from the space IP[a, b]. Such approximates will be developed in complete detail 
in [7] using the results of this paper. 
For the product space Y 0 Y we introduce the standard inner product (, ) 
and norm I (: 
ax, Y), (4 4) z (x9 4 + (Y, c>, I(& y): = [;I x ‘12 .; !! y y*. 
For each real number 01 / 0 let Ij be the linear operator from X into Y @ Y 
defined by 
9( T,) -: S(L), Tax 7: (Kx, IXLX). 
Clearly T,, is closed and densely defined with 
A’-( TX) = J’-(K) n N(L), 
and for .X E 9(7’,) and a = ([, 7) E Y 0 Y WC have 
In particular, if y E Y and if we set 5 = (y, 0) E Y 0 Y, then 
i T,x - y ‘2 r- ‘: KJ~ - y 1’2 -1. 32 1iL.x ',* - .: c;,(x) (5.1) 
for all x E G&(‘(T,) = B(L). Also, a straight forward argument shows that the 
adjoint operator T,” is given by 
while the product operator TJ?‘, is given b\; 
ieLux~ 5.1. Tf the linear operators K and I, satisf3’ conditions (I)-(fII), then 
jov each a T- 0 the range ;%!( T,) is closed in I’ @ Y. 
i+oof. Suppose xi , i = I, 2 ,..., is a sequence in .9(TJ with Ihxi + (6, q), 
SO that Ksi --.F 5 and XLX~ -+ q. The proof is easily completed by following the 
proof of Lemma 3.3 verbatim. QED. 
For each x -+ 0 let QE be the orthogonal projection from Y <$ )- onto .&(T,), 
:ct ‘r’, = T, S(TJ n .N(T~)‘-, and let T,+ be the generalized inverse of T,: 
!n the next theorem we present the main results for the least squares approach 
to regularization; the theorem is an immediate consequence of (5.1) and Lemma 
5.1. 
I'HEOKISI 5.2. If the linear operators K and L satisfy cotlditions (I)-(III), 
then the following statements hold: 
(i) ‘7, is I --- I, A?( T,) is closed, and Tat is defined on ali of Y 0 Y and is 
bouruied with T,’ := T;Qa . 
(ii) For euch y E Y andfor each 01 # 0 there exists a unique element x, E S(L) 
sa tisfJhR 
/ Kx,x - y (2 f a2 1; La, y2 = iSI ,[,’ Kx - y ,‘2 7 x2 I, Lx I”]. 
- 
(iii) The element x, in part (ii) is also characterized as the unique least 
squares solution of the equation 
T,m =j (5.2) 
dtere $ = ( y, 0), i.e., x3. = Ta+j. 
1Vc can relate the ideas of Sections 3 and 4 to those in this section b; intro- 
ducing the normal equation for (5.2): 
\Vc know that 
+39:54:2-I+ 
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Thus, the normal equation (5.3) can be written as 
which is just the regularized normal equation (3.1). 
We conclude this section by characterizing the null space of the operator T,*. 
This result will bc needed in Section 7 and does not require conditions (I)-(III). 
LEMMA 5.3. An element (f, 7) E Y 0 Y belongs to the null space N(T;“) iff 
K”( EA?(L*), 7j E %(L”), and 
7 = --(l(q (LX)‘K”f + 71’ for some v* E .AqL*). (5.4) 
Proof. Let F’a be the orthogonal projection from Y onto .N(L*), and let P,, 
be the orthogonal projection from X onto M(L). We know that the generalized 
inverse (L*)+ is defined on A?(L”) + .%(I,“)’ with values in G&I,*) n .A’@*)-‘-. 
Suppose (6, 7) E N( T$). Then from our description of Tz we have 7 E %(L”) 
and 
0 = T:([, ‘i) .-.-. K-t --k ciL*?, 
implying that K-6 E .X(1,*) cl g((L*)+). If we apply (L*)+ to the last equation, 
then 
0 =: (L*)+ K”[ $ x[7, -- P,7& 
so 7, satisfies (5.4) with T* = I’,, E.N(L*). 
On the other hand, suppose K*t EA’(L*), 7 E 9(1,*), and 71 satisfies (5.4). 
Since W(L*) CM(L)‘-, we have I’,&*~ :: 0, while from (5.4) we have 
L*q q = -(I/“) L*(L”)+ K*t + 0 
== -(l/a) [KY5 -- P,K*[] 
-’ -(I/%) K*t. 
Thus, 
T;([, 7) = K*t -j- CUL”? = 0. 
QED. 
6. APPLICATIOSS TO FIRST KIND TKTEGRAI. KQUATIOM 
In applying the results of the previous sections to first kind integral equations, 
we will work in the Hilbert space L”[a, b] under its standard inner product 
(x, y) -: Job x(t)y(t) dt 
and norm s i (s, s)l,“. IA K b c an integral operator of the form 
mapptng L?ju, /I] continuously into L2[n, 1,]. Given ?; L: L”[u. ;J] we considtr !hl: 
- associated equation (1. I ): 
which is SII integral equation of the first kind. 
To utilize the method of regularization, let I, be an nth order diiferentza! 
operator in L’[cr, b] determined bp a formal differential operator 7 having coeffi- 
cients in C” [a, b] and by a set of k (0 ~1 k S; 2rz) linearly independent boundary 
valr1es 13, !..., 11,: 
Y(L) = [s c lP’[U, b] 1 U,(s) = 0, i = I,...) kJ, Ls .-= T.X. 
\\,‘e know t;iat the adjoint operator L * is also an 12th order diffcrcntial opcratol 
in ],“[a, 61, which is dctcrmined by the formal adjoint T>. and by a set of 2~ ---- k 
linearly independent adjoint boundary values UT...., B&: 
‘9(L”) (x E W[a, b] ! u:(x) = 0, i = I (..., 271 -. k;, L”x L.. /;“y. 
Also, the product operator L:“L is the 2nth order diffcrcntiai operator in I12jn, 1~1 
given bv 
%(L*L) .= {x E ff2”[a, b] B,(x) = 0, i .- : 1 ,..., k and 
B:(a) 0, j = I,..., 2n -- Izj, 
L’LX = T.17X 
(see [5]). It is well known that L is a closed densely defined linear operator from 
L’[a, b] into L2[a, b] with dim N(L) .Y; n < ss and with .&(I,) closed in L2[a, /I!. 
EIdceforth, WC assume that 
./v(K) n ,V(L) : (0;. 
This implies that conditions (I)-(111) arc satisfied for the iincar operators XI anti 
L , and the results of the previous sections can bc app!icd. IJet us summarize 
thcsc results as a theorem (SW Theorems 3.5, 4.3. and 5.2). 
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(i) Few each Y cId2[a, b] and for each (Y / 0 there exists a unique element 
xa E 2(L) sutisfying 
Kx, - y 2 ( %2 ’ I,x, 1 a -: inf 
X59(L) 
[II Kx - y 2 -1. a2 : Lx :;“I. 
(ii) The element x, in part (i) is characterized as the unique element x, E 
.9(L*L) satisfring 
K”Kx, f CX~L”LX, K”y. 
(iii) Setting 5 (y, 0) cI,“[a, b] 6.; L’[a, 61, the element x, in part (i) is 
also characterized as the unique element x, E 2( T,) -= %(I,) satisjying 
; ‘I’,p, - 5 ; = xj;r& j T,x -- j I . 
(iv) The x^, concerge in the F171-So601ez topology to an element x,, E 9(L) 
as CY 3 0 ifl 
y E%?(K I G(L)) -j N(K*), 
in which case the limit element x,, is a least squares solution of the integral equution 
Kx - y and is given precisely by x0 = A ‘y, where A ’ is the generalized incerse of 
A := K 1 G(L) with 2(I,) under the inner product (x, y)* = (Kx, Ky) -I- (Lx, Ly) 
and L?[a, b] under its standard inner praduct (x, y). 
7. REPRESENTATION THEORY 
In this final section we develop a generalized Green’s function representation 
of the generalized inverse T, + for fixed OL # 0, where T,x T--Z (Kx, &Lx) (see 
Section 5) and where K and L are respectively an integral and an nth order 
diffcrcntial operator inL’[a, b] as in Section 6. This representation will play a kc); 
role in the error analysis of [7]. In particular, it will enable us to establish 
optimal order convergence rates and superconvergcnce at knots for splint 
approximates to x, z.7 Y;+j where j = (y, 0). 6 
Throughout this section we fix (Y $- 0 and assume that 
.N(K)n M(L)= (O}, 
so Theorem 5.2 and Theorem 6.1 are both applicable. Specifically, WC know 
that 7; is 1 - 1, a( Y’,) is closed in L2[a, 61 a L”[n, 61, and 
is defined on all of L*[a, b] &)L2[a, 61. Clearly T, is continuous from .9(1’,) = 
3(L) under the HV%bolev topology to &‘( T,) under the I,‘-product topology, 
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JO 7;’ is continuous in the reverse direction. It should hc noted that the .‘-i(,- 
Sob&v topology on 2(L) can be induced by the norm 
n- I 
X ,,,, ,. := C max / ~(~)(t)( I x\-(~) 
iy(, cil<.h 
or by the equivalent graph norm 1 .r I ,> (see [5, p. 1771). 
Forj I= 0, l,..., rz - I and for t E [a, /I] we introduce linear functionals +,,, 
and hj,t by 
pj.!(.~) = O(t), s E q T,) =-L .B(z.), 
an d 
xj,!(z) = ,L,,lTmt(0) = ,~j,!?‘~ ‘Qz(z)~ z c I,‘[& b] 5: I,“[a, B]. 
Clearl!; p,,: is continuous on S(L) under the Hn-topology, and hence, Aj,: js 
continuous on the product space LL[a, 61 5-q Id2[a, h]. ‘Thus, there exists a unique 
element 
,yj,f = (a,., > I),,) E L’[a, h] ~~z*2[~~ !j] (7.1) 
such t!rat 
(7.7) 
.~‘j’(l) _- ig,.! ) Z~ =. (Uj,, ( E) i (Ij,, ( 7)) 
for all z --: (& 7) cI?[a, 111 c,L2[a, b] where x -7 L/L’,-. 
For j : 0 we observe that (7.3) reduces to 
y.3: 
Tc!z(t) = (go,, ( z> for all z E L’ju, /I] <..) L’ju, h]. 
\Ye will refer to equation (7.3) as the pwrnli,-ed Green’s fitnctim wprese7~futif~r~ 
of T,!. .L\n immediate consequence of this representation is 
~A3lhi.A 7.1. For j -- 0, I,..., n - I ulzdfor t E [n, b]: 
X”‘(L) :: (gj.l ) 7-p) (a,., , Kx) t- a(/,., (ZA) 
for ull x E q T,) -:- .9(L). 
(7.4) 
Note that if z E .N(l’r), then Q1z = 0 and h,,,(z) := 0, i.c., \ g,., . z> .= i) for 
ail u” E .N(TT). This implies that gj., E .%( T,), and hence, there exists a unique 
eiemcnt fj,, 6 .9(T,) :. .2(L) such that 
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LEMMA 7.2. ! K,.~ I < I’ T,’ ,I for j = 0, I ,..., n - I und for t E [a, I)], where 
the nmm of T,’ is taken between thr prodtut norm I ! und the H*-norm il ,iH,, . 
Proof. Take z ~La[a, /I] 3 I,a[a, h] and set x -=- Tb’x. Then wc have 
/ hj,,(z): -- 1 G(t)/ < I x H,> = : TX% Q,, < j 7;’ ! 1 z 1 , 
and hence, ,Y,.~ : ,I A,.( ‘, < iI T,’ !: . Q.E.D. 
The basic problem with our generalized Green’s function rcprescntation (7.3) 
of Y;’ is that we have very little qualitative information on the rcprescntor 
functions R,,~ -- (Q~,~ , I,.,) or on the preimagc f,.t 7 Z’L’~,.~ We will next 
establish a second representation for T,’ on .CJ?(T,) from which we can obtain 
definite qualitative information on the representors. This new representation 
will be based on the generalized Green’s function for the differential operator L. 
Indeed, the generalized Green’s function G+(t, S) -- Glt(s) for L is defined as 
the kernel in the integral representation of the gencralizcd inverse L’: 
L+?(t) r- f” G+(t, s) y(s) ds, a < t .< 0, (7.6) 
- (1 
for all y EL~[u, b]. Its basic properties have been devclopcd in [6]. Let us 
summarize some of the properties that we will need: 
(a) IfA ,... ,Y& andA ,..., An are bases for the solution spaces of T:“~!J 10 
and ~*T{J 0, respectively, then there exist unique constants yij and yij such 
that 
(7.7) 
(h) Gl(t, s) is infinitely differentiable in both variables for t + s. In fact, 
(7.8) 
for p, q == 0, I ? 2,..., and each of these partial derivatives is bounded independent 
of t and s. 
(c) Fixing s E [u, b] and considering G+(t, S) as a function of t, G+(t, s) 
is continuous in its derivatives of orders 0, I,..., n - 2 at the point t 7 S, while 
its derivatives of orders 71 - 1, n,..., 212 - 1 have prescribed ;ump discontinui- 
tics at f = s. . ‘ 
(d) Gt(t, ,) E N(L”)‘- =:2(L) for t c [a, b]. 
Swera! of these properties are generalized in the following lemma. 
for j - 0, I,..,, )I -- 1 andfor t E [a, 61. Ah, (EjG+:‘S) (t, .) c Ar(L7)-- -:3?(L) 
for j =- 0, I )..., 12 - I andfor f E [n, h]. 
Proof From the regularity of G’(t, S) described above, it follows that WC‘ 
can differentiate under the integral sign in (7.6) to obtain dcrivarivcs with 
respect to f of ordcrsj -7 0, l,..., n - 1, and this establishes (7.9). For the second 
Fart we obscwe that if y E Jlr(L*), then L’y = .v =: 0, and hence, (7.9) becomes 
‘I‘o establish our new rcprcsentation. choose a basis ti;r ,..., wg for .4’(L) such 
that KU, ,..., Kw, is an orthonormal basis for K[.N(L)]. Take z -7 (4, q) c%(T,) 
and set .r -= T,+z = ‘Tr’z, so T,s = z or Kx :-= 5, 31,~ = 7. It follows that 
77 CT .jA(L) and 
.rL.x -= 7 7: LL’q, 
and hence, x ..-- (1 ;a) L+T c ./Y‘(L) or 
Applying K to this last equation gives 
and taking the inner product with Kwj gives 
aj = (6, KWj) .-- (1 .‘x) (7, (I,“)“ K”Kw,). 
Therefore, 
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Iiext, define functions F(t, S) and G(t, s) by 
F(t, s) = F,(s) =: i q(f) K%(s), 
i=l 
G(t, s) = G,(s) -= (l/a) G+(t, S) - (I$) f. wi(t)(LY)’ K*Kw&), 
i-1 
and forj = 0, I,..., n - I set 
Gj+(t, s) = G;,,(s) = g (t, s), 
Fj(f, s) = F,*,(s) = fg (t, s) = f w,‘i’(t) &,(s), 
i--l 
and 
Gj(t, s) = G&) = g (t, s) 
(7.11) 
(7.12) 
(7.13) 
(7.14) 
(7.15) 
=.- (1 ;z) Gjt(t, s) - (l/a) 2 wlj’(t) (I,“)t K*Kw,(s). 
i-l 
Upon writing out equation (7.10) it becomes 
x(t) - T,-‘z(t) = fbF(t, s) f(s) ds $ r”” G(t, s) T+) ds (7.16) 
‘0 “a 
for all z = (I, v) EW(T,) and for all t E [a, LJ]. Finally, using Lemma 7.3 we can 
proceed to differentiate equation (7.16) to obtain 
x(j)(f) z (I;;,< > 6) i (C;,.t 9 T), a\<t<b, (7.17) 
for all z = (5, 7) Ed? where x : T,+z = ‘f;‘z. This is our second general- 
ized Green’s function rcprcsentation of the linear operator TX+. 
It should be emphasized that the first representation (7.3) is valid for all 
.a eL2[u, h] @l,z[~, b], while the second representation (7.17) is only valid for 
z eS(T,). On the other hand in (7.17) we know the representors F,,, and Gj,t 
explicitly by means of the formulas (7.1 1)-(7.15). .41so, an immediate conse- 
quence of this new representation is 
LEMMA 7.4. For j -= 0, I ,. .., n - I and for t E [u, b]: 
D(t) = (F?,, , Kx) -;. m(Gi,, ,Lx) 
for all x E 52( To) = .2(L). 
(7.18) 
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1Ve arc now in a position to relate the two generalized Green’s function 
representations of Y’,‘, and in the process WC will obtain useful formulas for the 
functions I,,! and f,,, . We begin with 
:,liblsIA 7.5. (Uj,, .. Fj,t ) I,,( -. GjJ E Jq T,“) ,for j --. 0, I )..., ii - i cd for 
t E [a, 61. 
Proof. Fix an integer j with 0 <j :< n -- 1 and i-is f E iu, b]. ‘I’akc an!- 
s E 8(7;) = %(L) and set T,.x = (E, 7). From (7.4) and (7. IS) we have 
(a;,, Y f) 1. (lj.t t 7) = .(j)(f) L (pj,, 3 5) .I ((;j.[ 3 7)1 
and hence, (u,,, - Fj,, , 6) + (lj.t .--- Gj,[, 7) .= 0 for all (E, 7) E.Y?(~;), i.e., 
(ql --I!‘,., , /j,l - c;,,,) E.X(T,)~ = N(T:). Q.E.D. 
Combining Lemma 5.3 and Lemma 7.5, we have 
K”(Uj,f, - Fj,() E&5*:), f,,, - G,,! E .V(L”), 
and 
I ; . ,  -.. Gj.t = -(I,‘%) (L”y K”(U,~, -- I:,,,) -k r],y( (7.19) 
for some T,:~ t’ ., V((L”). Sow obscrvc where the terms in (7.19) lie: f,,, E&L) : 
.N(L”)- by (7.5)‘, C:,, E.N(L”)‘- by Lemma 7.3, (I,“)+ K’Kw,E B(L”) n 
+‘-(15”)-~, GJ,, c- .N(L”)‘. by (7.15), (L*)+ K*;((u~,~ - Fj,,) E Y(L”) n .N(L”)‘, and 
~7,:~ E N(L*). IIcnce, from (7.19) WC conclude that v,tl = 0: ix., 
lj,t = Gj,, - (l/a) (LA)+ K*(u,.~ -- &,) (7.20) 
for ,i = 0, I ,..., n -- I and for t  E [e, b]. 
Recalling that 
fj., - Tikj,t -= TL’(a,,t 1 ‘,,t), 
from equation (7.10) we have 
for j - 0, I,..., it -- I and for t c [a, 61. If WC substitute (7.20) and (7.15) into 
(7.21), then it can be rewritten as 
i il.’ -:: (I Y+‘G:*, - (I, il) i up(f) (I,*L)’ K <Kct,, 
- (I 3”) (L”:z,)’ K*:(n,;,l- Fj.,) (7.32) 
for j : 0, I ,..., II I and for 1 c [a, 1,]. 
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For our numerical work in [7] it will be essential to establish the regularity 
of the functionfj,t and to bound various of its derivatives. Both problems can bc 
solved by utilizing the representation (7.22). Let us conclude this section by 
examining the regularity offj,t , leaving the derivative bounds to [fl. 
Consider each of the terms in (7.22). We know that G,+ belongs to IP -‘[a, 61, 
so Gjt,, is an element of II” -j-l[n, h], and hence, by the smoothing property ofL+ 
on functions in .%?(I,) WC have 
L+G;., E II”“-[a, 61. 
Also, 
(L”L)’ K”KoJ, E S(LYL) c: H”“[a, 61, 
@“I,)+ P(a,., - F,.,) E B(L”L) c: ZP[fz, 61, 
and wi E C”[a, /I]. Thus, from (7.22) we obtain the following lemma on the 
global regularity of jj,f: 
LEMMA 7.6. f’/j,t -.- 1’;‘fj.f = T~‘(aj,, , lj,,) for j == 0, l,..., n - I cmd for 
t E [a, 61, then fj,t E He?‘-j--‘[a, /I]. 
Remark 7.7. From (7.8) it is clear that Gj,, c P[cI, t] n P[t, 61. Also, 
since 
L+G:.,(s) = 1’ G’(s, 6) Gjt(t, 5) d[, a<s<b, (7.23) 
*” 
by substituting the representations (7.7) and (7.8) into (7.23) it follows that 
L’G:,, E: C’[U, t] n C”[t, 111, 
and each of the derivatives of L+Gi,, with respect to s exists for all s -,L t and is 
bounded independent of t. In particular, from (7.22), Lemma 7.2, and (7.14)- 
(7.15) WC have 
(2%) 
SUP i2fj.t .: yo < co, (7.24) 
n<,-t<lJ 
for j = 0, l,..., IZ - I, where the constant */” depends on the linear operators K 
and L. 
Remdz 7.8. Let d: a = t, < t, < ... < t,,, = b a partition of [a, h], and 
let 1 be one of the knots of A, say t =-= t, . Then from the above we see that 
globally 
f,,t, c- wa, 01, 
while locally 
.f,.l, E HYL, , ti1, i - I,..., M, 
for j -. 0, I,..., n - I. This type of regularity will be exploited in [7J. 
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